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Memory Man
David Baldacci

Amos Decker is a former professional football player whose 
career was ended by a terrible hit. Now a police detective, 
Amos is still haunted by a side effect from the accident he 
can never forget. One night Decker comes home from a 
stakeout to find his wife, young daughter and brother-in-law 
horrifically murdered. Obviously scarred and nearly broken, 
Decker has to use his skills as a detective and his unusual 
brain capacity to try and catch the monster who killed his 
family.

Macmillan • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781447277804 $34.99

Broken Juliet: Starcrossed 2
Leisa Rayven

Cassie swore she'd never forgive Ethan for breaking her 
heart when they were in acting school years ago. He was 
her one great love, and when he refused to love her 
back, a part of her died forever... or so she thought. Now 
she and Ethan are sharing a Broadway stage, and he's 
determined to win her back. Finally he's able to say all 
the things she needed to hear years ago... but can she 
believe him? The answer lies somewhere in the past, and 
now the truth will come to light. Will Cassie rediscover 
what it's like to be trusting and open again - the way she 
was before Ethan? Or is it too late for these starcrossed 
lovers? Don't miss this mesmerizing final chapter in the 
Bad Romeo duet, the unforgettable love story that 
captured the hearts of over two million fans online.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Adult & Contemporary Romance

9781743532171 $29.99

Ascendance: A Dave Hooper Novel 3
John Birmingham

'It was time to die, the hero's journey over.' New York is 
on fire, the streets are overrun, and the Demon Horde is 
feasting. With the world's greatest city in chaos, all eyes are 
on Dave Hooper, the superhero destined to save mankind. 
Dave is just one man and short of allies. He finds himself 
relying on Karen Warat: art dealer and Russian deep cover 
agent. Smart, dangerous and armed with a magic sword, 
Dave knows not to trust her. He also knows that without her, 
New York will fall. While the United States military try 
desperately to hold off the Horde, Dave and Karen realise 
that the monsters have a powerful new weapon. To have 
any chance of survival, mankind needs its Champion more 
than ever. The world needs Dave to become the hero he 
was meant to be.

Macmillan Australia • TPB • Thriller / Suspense

9781742614069 $34.99

The Tournament
Matthew Reilly

THE EVENT: In the year 1546, Suleiman the Magnificent, 
the feared Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, invites every 
king in Europe to send a champion to compete in a grand 
chess tournament. THE COMPETITORS: The English 
delegation, led by esteemed scholar Roger Ascham and 
accompanied by his pupil, Bess, journeys to the glittering 
city of Constantinople. THE IMPACT ON A YOUNG 
GIRL: It is not a battle of wits that unfolds before Bess' 
eyes but barbaric deaths, unimaginable depravity and 
diplomatic treachery - a terrifying sequence of events that 
will forever determine how she will perform her future 
roll...as Queen Elizabeth I. EVEN A PAWN CAN 
BECOME A QUEEN.

Pan Australia • PB • Historical Fiction

9781742614281 $19.99

Di Morrissey $9.99 Backlist Dumpbin
Di Morrissey

This backlist dumpbin includes 38 copies of Di Morrissey's 
best loved B format titles.

Pan Australia • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9789991501017 $379.62

Big Little Lies
Liane Moriarty

I guess it started with the mothers.' 'It was all just a 
terrible misunderstanding.' 'I'll tell you exactly why it 
happened.' Pirriwee Public's annual school Trivia Night 
has ended in a shocking riot. A parent is dead. Was it 
murder, a tragic accident ... or something else entirely?
Big Little Lies is a funny, heartbreaking, challenging 
story of ex-husbands and second wives, new friendships, 
old betrayals and schoolyard politics. No. 1 New York 
Times bestselling author Liane Moriarty turns her unique 
gaze on the dangerous little lies we tell ourselves every 
day and what really goes on behind closed suburban 
doors. 'Let me be clear. This is not a circus. This is a 
murder investigation.' *April Release

Pan Australia • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781743533062 $14.99
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Big Little Lies B format Dumpbin
Liane Moriarty

This dumpbin includes 36 copies of ISBN 9781743533062 
Big Little Lies.

Pan Australia • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9789991501031 $539.64

Early Warning: The Last Hundred Years Trilogy 2
Jane Smiley

1953. Iowa. Where the Langdons began, Joe Langdon 
sees that some aspects of life on the farm never change, 
while others are unrecognizable. And though a few 
members of the family remain mired in the past, others will 
attempt to move beyond the lives they have always 
known; and some will push forward as never before. The 
dark shadow of the Vietnam War hangs over every one... 
In sickness and health, through their best and darkest 
times, the Langdon family will live and love and suffer 
against the broad, merciless sweep of American history.

Mantle • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781447275633 $34.99

The Reader on the 6.27
Jean-Paul Didierlaurent

Guylain Vignolles leads a dull and solitary life. He hates 
his job and his only company at home is a goldfish. Every 
morning he takes the 6.27 to his tedious job at a book 
pulping factory. He hates his boss and his assistant but he 
finds companionship with the factory's guard, an eccentric 
aficionado of classical literature. On the train each 
morning on the way to work, Guylain reads aloud to his 
fellow commuters the disparate pages that he rescues 
from the jaws of the monstrous pulping machine. One 
morning on the train, he finds a USB stick which contains 
the diary of a young woman. As Guylain reads the diary, 
he finds himself falling love with its author...

Mantle • HB • Fiction In Translation

9781447276463 $34.99

Villa America
Liza Klaussmann

Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, Pablo Picasso, Cole and Linda 
Porter, Ernest Hemingway, John Dos Passos - all are 
summer guests of Gerald and Sara Murphy. Visionary, 
misunderstood, and from vastly different backgrounds, the 
Murphy's met and married young, and set forth to create a 
beautiful world. They alight on Villa America: their coastal 
oasis of artistic genius, debauched parties, impeccable 
style and flamboyant imagination. But before long, a 
stranger enters into their relationship, and their marriage 
must accommodate an intensity that neither had foreseen. 
When tragedy strikes, their friends reach out to them, but 
the golden bowl is shattered, and neither Gerald nor Sara 
will ever be the same.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447284383 $34.99

All Involved
Ryan Gattis

The 1992 Los Angeles Riots: six days of looting, arson, 
assault and murder. America's second largest city in 
chaos. In All Involved, Ryan Gattis weaves a heart-
stopping narrative from the perspectives of people whose 
stories of the riots were never told. In six sections, each 
covering a single day, we follow the intersecting lives of 
eighteen characters: gang members, firefighters, nurses, 
law enforcement officers and graffiti artists, every one 
changed for ever. Inspired by unprecedented access to 
the inner workings of the gangs at the heart of these 
extraordinary events, Gattis channels their experiences 
into a cinematic tale that is shocking and devastating. 
Though the events of All Involved are fictional, every 
word is infused with authenticity and intimacy.

Picador • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447283188 $34.99

Summer at Tiffany's
Karen Swan

Everyone knows Cassie and Henry are meant to be 
together. Even Cassie's ex-husband Gil knows it. She's 
got a smile on her face and a Tiffanys ring on her finger 
and all that's needed is a date to get to the 'I do's.' Only, 
Cassie's Vintage Catering business is booked for every 
Ascot for the next five years, she won't commit to a 
mortgage on a place together and she's spending more 
time helping her friend Suzy plan other people's weddings 
than her own. In fact, her girlfriends are beginning to 
wonder whether her year of independence, spent getting 
over the breakdown of her marriage, wasn't just a little too 
successful...

Macmillan • TPB • Fiction & Related Items

9781447280200 $34.99

The Chosen Queen
Joanna Courtney

Love should be free - that is what Edyth Alfgarsdottir has 
always believed. As a young girl she witnessed Earl 
Harold standing barefoot in his handfast marriage to the 
beautiful Lady Svana and has yearned for her own love 
match ever since. Amongst England's royal court, 
marriages are not often chosen for love and political 
matches are rife while King Edward is still without an heir. 
When her family are exiled to the wild Welsh court, Edyth 
unexpectedly finds herself falling for the charismatic Griffin 
- first King of all of Wales. Becoming his Queen catapults 
Edyth onto the opposing side of a bitter feud between 
England and Wales.

Macmillan • TPB • Historical Fiction

9781447282006 $34.99

Game of Mirrors
Andrea Camilleri

When Montalbano comes to the aid of his new neighbour, 
Liliana Lombardo, after the engine of her car is interfered 
with, the inspector can little imagine where this innocuous 
event will lead. It soon transpires that the young woman -
beautiful, intelligent and rather vague about the 
whereabouts of her husband - is being targeted by 
someone with a grudge against her. But is Liliana's 
growing interest in Montalbano simply a product of the 
detective's innate charm? Or is she trying to lead him 
astray - and into trouble? Meanwhile the inspector finds 
himself drawn into another mystery when a bomb 
explodes outside an empty warehouse in Vigata. But who 
was the bomb intended for? And why was it left in such a 
peculiar place?

Mantle • TPB • Crime & Mystery

9781447249504 $29.99



The Wrong Girl
David Hewson

Amsterdam is bursting at the seams with children trying to get a glimpse of their hero and 
families enjoying the occasion. Brigadier Pieter Vos is on duty with his young assistant, 
Laura Bakker, when the first grenade hits. As Sinterklaas prepares to address the crowds 
a terrorist outrage grips the heart of the city. In the chaos a young girl wearing a pink jacket 
is kidnapped. But the abducted child isn't the daughter of an Amsterdam aristocrat as the 
terrorists first thought. She's the daughter of an impoverished Georgian prostitute, 
friendless and trapped in the web of vice that is Amsterdam's Red Light District.

Macmillan • TPB • Classic Crime

9781447246206 $34.99

The Edge of the Dark
Pamela Hartshorne

Jane believes in keeping her promises, but a deathbed vow sets her on a twisting path of 
deceit and joy that takes her from the dark secrets of Holmwood House in York to the sign 
of the golden lily in London's Mincing Lane. Getting what you want, Jane discovers, comes 
at a price. For the child that she longed for, the child she promised to love and to keep 
safe, turns out to be a darker spirit than she could ever have imagined.

Macmillan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447249573 $34.99

The Magical Land of Birdaylia
Anne Randles

Birdaylia started out as a series of black and white lino cuts, each bird with its challenging 
name and unique presence. A poetic story developed for each character which explains 
the reason for their evolvement. Each bird has a purpose and a love of life no matter how 
unusual their features. From Bollywooloom to Wil, Wal, Wen, they are arranged in 
alphabetical order and their names require careful perusal and pronunciation.

Brolga • PB • Poetry

9781922175816 $19.99

The Seven Sisters
Lucinda Riley

Maia D'Apliése and her five sisters gather together at their childhood home, 'Atlantis' - a 
fabulous, secluded castle situated on the shores of Lake Geneva - having been told that 
their beloved father, the elusive billionaire they call Pa Salt, has died. Maia and her sisters 
were all adopted by him as babies and, discovering he has already been buried at sea, 
each of them is handed a tantalising clue to their true heritage - a clue which takes Maia 
across the world to a crumbling mansion in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Once there, she 
begins to put together the pieces of where her story began...

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447218647 $19.99

Shotgun Lovesongs
Nickolas Butler

Henry, Lee, Kip and Ronny grew up together in rural Wisconsin. Friends since childhood, 
their lives all began the same way, but have since taken different paths. Now all four are 
back in town for a wedding, each of them hoping to recapture their old closeness but 
unable to escape how much has changed. Amid the happiness of reunion and celebration, 
old rivalries resurface and a wife's secret threatens to tear both a marriage and a 
friendship apart...

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447238188 $19.99

The Unwitting
Ellen Feldman

At the height of the Cold War, words are weapons and secrecy reigns. These are 
challenging times to be a writer and a wife, as Nell Benjamin knows only too well. One 
bright November day in 1963, the dazzling young president arrives in Texas and Nell 
receives a phone call that overturns the world as she knows it. In the shocking aftermath, 
whilst America mourns, Nell must come to terms with both a tragedy and a betrayal that 
shatters every illusion of the man she thought she knew better than anyone else.

Picador • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447223160 $19.99

The Black Eyed Blonde: A Philip Marlowe Novel
Benjamin Black

It is the early 1950s. In Los Angeles, Private Detective Philip Marlowe is as restless and 
lonely as ever, and business is a little slow. Then a new client arrives: young, beautiful, 
and expensively dressed, Clare Cavendish wants Marlowe to find her former lover, a man 
named Nico Peterson. Soon Marlowe will find himself not only under the spell of the Black-
Eyed Blonde; but tangling with one of Bay City's richest families - and developing a 
singular appreciation for how far they will go to protect their fortune...

Picador • PB • Historical Mysteries

9781447236702 $19.99

The Killing 3
David Hewson

Detective Inspector for homicide, Sarah Lund, is contacted by old flame Mathias Borch 
from National Intelligence. Borch fears that what first appeared to be a random killing at the 
docks is the beginning of an assassination attempt on Prime Minister Troels Hartmann. 
The murder draws attention towards the shipping and oil giant, Zeeland, run by billionaire 
Robert Zeuthen. When Zeuthen's 9-year-old daughter, Emilie, is kidnapped the 
investigation takes on a different dimension as it soon becomes clear that her 
disappearance is linked to the murder of a young girl in Jutland some years earlier.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447246251 $19.99

The Severed Streets: Shadow Police 2
Paul Cornell

Summer in London: a city in turmoil. The vicious murder of a well-known MP is like a 
match to tinder but Detective Inspector James Quill and his team know that it's not a run-
of-the-mill homicide. Still coming to terms with their new-found second sight, they soon 
discover that what is invisible to others - the killer - is visible to them. Even if they have no 
idea who it is. Then there are more deaths. The bodies of rich, white men are found in 
circumstances similar to those that set the streets of London awash with fear during the 
late 1800s: the Whitechapel murders. Even with their abilities to see the supernatural, 
accepting that Jack the Ripper is back from the dead is a tough ask for Quill's team.

Tor UK • PB • Science Fiction

9780330528108 $19.99

The Returned
Seth Patrick

The Returned hit the UK in July 2013 on Channel 4. It attracted nearly eight million viewers 
over the eight episodes and quickly became a cult phenomenon with high-profile fans such 
as Stephen King. It's been shown world-wide, and won an International Emmy for Best 
Drama. With fantastic audience support, and amazing reviews in the press, Pan Macmillan 
is thrilled to be publishing novelizations of the first two series written by the author of The 
Reviver, Seth Patrick.

Pan • PB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447267232 $19.99

Cat O' Nine Tales
Jeffrey Archer

Cat O' Nine Tales is the sixth collection of irresistible short stories from the master 
storyteller, illustrated by the internationally acclaimed artist, Ronald Searle, creator of 
Molesworth. These twelve yarns are so satisfying because they are ingeniously plotted, 
include richly drawn characters and have deliciously unexpected conclusions. They feature 
the mad, the bad and the dangerous to know as well as some more poignant and telling 
characters.

Pan • PB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447221890 $19.99

The Unremembered
Peter Orullian

Peter Orullian's epic fantasy debut The Unremembered has been critically acclaimed, 
earning starred reviews and glowing praise. But now it gets even better. In anticipation of 
the second volume in Orullian's epic series, and for one of the few times in our publishing 
history, we at Tor are choosing to relaunch a title with an author's definitive edition. In 
addition to stunning updates to the original text, we're also including an exclusive short 
story set in the world of Vault of Heaven as well as a sneak preview of the sequel, Trial of 
Intentions, and a glossary to the universe. The gods who created this world have 
abandoned it. In their mercy however, they sealed the rogue god-and the monstrous 
creatures he created to plague mortal kind-in the vast and inhospitable wasteland of the 
Bourne.

Tor Books • TPB • Fantasy

9780765379870 $29.99

Radiance of Tomorrow
Ishmael Beah

At the center of Radiance of Tomorrow are Benjamin and Bockarie, two longtime friends 
who return to their hometown, Imperi, after the civil war. The village is in ruins, the ground 
covered in bones. As more villagers begin to come back, Benjamin and Bockarie try to 
forge a new community by taking up their former posts as teachers, but they're beset by 
obstacles: a scarcity of food; a rash of murders, thievery, rape, and retaliation; and the 
depredations of a foreign mining company intent on sullying the town's water supply and 
blocking its paths with electric wires. As Benjamin and Bockarie search for a way to restore 
order, they're forced to reckon with the uncertainty of their past and future alike.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780374535032 $19.99

The Affinities
Robert Charles Wilson

In our rapidly-changing world of "social media", everyday people are more and more able 
to sort themselves into social groups based on finer and finer criteria. In the near future of 
Robert Charles Wilson's The Affinities, this process is supercharged by new analytic 
technologies - genetic, brain-mapping, behavioral. To join one of the twenty-two Affinities is 
to change one's life. It's like family, and more than family. Your fellow members aren't just 
like you, and they aren't just people who are likely to like you. They're also the people with 
whom you can best cooperate in all areas of life - creative, interpersonal, even financial. At 
loose ends both professional and personal, young Adam Fisk takes the suite of tests to 
see if he qualifies for any of the Affinities, and finds that he's a match for one of the largest, 
the one called Tau.

Tor Books • HB • Science Fiction

9780765332622 $39.99



The Architect of Aeons
John C Wright

The epic and mind-blowing finale to this visionary space opera series surpasses all 
expectation: Menelaus Montrose, having forged an uneasy alliance with his immortal 
adversary, Ximen del Azarchel, maps a future on a scale beyond anything previously 
imagined. No longer concerned with the course of history across mere millennia, Montrose 
and del Azarchel have become the architects of aeons, bringing forth minds the size of 
planets as they steer the bizarre intellectual descendants of an extinct humanity. Ever 
driving their labors and their enmity is the hope of reunion with their shared lost love, the 
posthuman Rania, whose eventual return is by no means assured, but who may unravel 
everything these eternal rivals have sought to achieve.

Tor Books • HB • Science Fiction

9780765329707 $39.99

PIRATE: Privateer
Tim Severin

Hector Lynch and his companions are in the Caribbean, diving to plunder a wreck on the 
notorious Vipers reef, when they are spotted by a passing Spanish ship. To prevent news 
of their activities getting out, they cripple the Spanish vessel by burning her sails - an act of 
piracy - and then head for their base in Tortuga. There Hector's wife Maria awaits, for she 
and Hector are planning a better life for themselves - this time on the right side of the law. 
But a chance encounter at sea means that Hector and his comrades run afoul of Laurens 
de Graff - renowned swashbuckling mercenary captain - now in command of a royal 
French frigate. Slipping from de Graff's clutches, Hector and his friends are cast away on 
the tiny desert island, Salt Tortuga.

Pan • PB • Historical Adventure

9780330458306 $19.99

PIRATE: Buccaneer
Tim Severin

Sailing across the Caribbean, Hector Lynch falls into the hands of the notorious buccaneer, 
Captain John Coxon, who mistakes him for the nephew of Sir Thomas Lynch, Governor of 
Jamaica. Hector encourages the error so that his friends Jacques and Dan can go free. 
Coxon then delivers Hector to Sir Henry Morgan, a bitter enemy of Governor Lynch, 
expecting to curry favour with Morgan, but is publicly humiliated when the deception is 
revealed. From then on, Hector has a dangerous enemy, and Coxon seeks to revenge 
himself on Hector... Befriended by Jezreel, an ex-prize fighter, Hector meets up again with 
his friends Jacques and Dan, and the four comrades join the great buccaneer raid, which 
marches through the jungle along the Panama coastline. But their expedition is soon 
interrupted - with deadly consequences.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447277453 $19.99

PIRATE: Corsair
Tim Severin

1677. On a late-summer's evening, two ships lurk off the coast of southwest Ireland. 
Seventeen-year-old Hector Lynch wakes to the sound of a pistol shot as the Barbary 
corsairs raid his village, and he and his sister are snatched. Separated from each other, 
Hector is sold at auction in Algiers, and thrown into a bewildering world where life is cheap 
and only the quick-witted survive. In North Africa, Hector befriends fellow captive Dan, a 
Miskito Indian from the Caribbean, and the two men convert to Islam to escape the horrors 
of the slave barracks - only to become victims of the deadly warfare of the Mediterranean. 
Serving aboard a Turkish ship, their vessel is sunk at sea and by a savage twist of fortune 
they are chained to the oar bench of a French galley.

Pan • PB • Historical Fiction

9781447277460 $19.99

PIRATE: Sea Robber
Tim Severin

Ambushed by a gang of hardened sea robbers headed for the South Sea, Hector Lynch, 
pirate and fugitive, must navigate their vessel on a nightmarish journey through the stormy 
seas off Cape Horn. There Hector uncovers the macabre and eerie remains of a small 
warship emtombed on an ice float. Her only crew are two skeletons - the unfortunate 
captain and his dog, both frozen to death. When his ruthless shipmates abandon him in 
Peru, Hector learns from the dead captain's brother that Maria, the young Spanish woman 
who stole his heart and whose false testimony saved him from the gallows, is now living on 
the remote Ladrones, the Thief Islands, on the far side of the Pacific. Hector's epic voyage 
to reach Maria will bring him face to face with a Japanese warlord who submits trespassers 
to his island to a deadly duel and a naked Stone Age tribe who file their teeth to sharp 
points and sail boats that outpace the fastest galleon.

Pan • PB • Historical Adventure

9781447277507 $19.99


